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Step into a World of Hand-Beaded Luxury: Discover the
Artistry of Signitive Global Exports

INTRODUCTION



About 
Us

Creating Timeless Pieces: Our
Journey to Becoming the Top
Hand Embroidered Clothing
Manufacturer

Signitive Global Exports is a
premier fashion manufacturer
specializing in creating custom
Hand-beaded Hi-Fashion
Clothing. At Signitive Global
Exports, we specialize in
creating unique and stunning
dresses for special occasions
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Expertise
Crafted by the Hands of
Artisans: Unveiling the
Impeccable Beauty of
Hand-Beaded Dresses



A Tapestry of Opulence: Embrace
Extraordinary Moments with Our
Hand-Beaded Masterpieces

Evening Gowns



Like a vibrant kaleidoscope, our dresses
weave together hues and shades, creating a
symphony of colors that dance with the light.
Each thread tells a story, painting a canvas of
artistry and elegance.

Multi - Color Dresses



Long Dresses

From the soft pastels that whisper of
delicate grace to the bold and vivid tones
that exude confidence, our long dresses
celebrate the beauty of diversity



From flirty flares that whisper of playful
charm to sleek silhouettes that ignite the
fires of passion, our short dresses embody
the essence of fearless femininity.

Short Dresses



Step into a world where grace meets
boldness, where sophistication dances with
spontaneity, and let our creations adorn you
with the poetry of occasion dress
enchantment.

Occasion Dresses



CUSTOMIZATION
OPTIONS

Exquisite Creations,
Tailored to Perfection:
Bring Your Vision to Life
with Custom Hand-Beaded
Dresses

Bespoke Collections



QUALITY 
ASSURANCE

Uncompromising
Quality, Unparalleled
Beauty: Ensuring Every
Stitch Transcends
Perfection



GLOBAL 
EXPORTS

In a world where mass production often
overshadows craftsmanship, we strive
to preserve the authenticity and
intricacy of hand-beaded designs. Our
skilled artisans pour their heart and soul
into each piece, meticulously
embellishing fabrics with dazzling beads
that tell stories of tradition and heritage.

Setting Trends Worldwide:
From Catwalks to Fashion
Capitals, Signitive Global
Exports Shines



Fashion is the armor to survive
the reality of everyday life.

B I L L  C U N N I N G H A M



How To Order
Contact our sales team for

inquiries, customization requests,

and placing your order.

Indulge in Hand-Beaded

Splendor: Effortless

Ordering for the Fashion

Connoisseurs
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+919319721545

B-126, Sector 63, Noida, Indiainfo@signitiveglobalexports.com

www.signitiveglobalexports.com

FEEL FREE TO CONTACT

WE ALL
ARE COVERED
WITH
FASHION



Fashion Is
Work Of Art

Signitive Global Exports has the

expertise and resources to help create a

clothing line for their family. With their

vast network of skilled artisans and their

commitment to quality, Signitive Global

Exports can provide their clients with

everything they need to bring their vision

to life. From sourcing materials to

creating custom designs, the team at

Signitive Global Exports has the

experience and know-how to make the

process seamless and successful.

Additionally, they can assist with

production, shipping, and logistics,

ensuring that the final product is

delivered on time and within budget. With

Signitive Global Exports, clients can trust

that their clothing line will not only be

beautiful and fashionable but also of the

highest quality.
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